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Coastal celebrates
National COllling
Out Day;. Diversity
looks to educate
Deakin University, Australia
Application deadliue: Oct. 15, 2002
on the subject
~

By Nicole Service
editor-in-chief
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at th
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I rei that lead 0
teacher certification in electcd areas. The MAT i typically begun following the
Tt.'Ceipt of the baccalaureate
degree and normally takes
one academic year and two
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plete.

se sions to corow
Programs leading to

On
Oct.
11,
Coastal joined many
universities
and
groups throughout
the nation in celebrating
National
Coming Out Da)~
The event began
in 1987 when half a
million
people
marched
in
Washington D.C. for
and
lesbian
gay
equality.
This was
the second march for
this issue but the first
time
that
the
NAMES
Project
Quilt that remembered people who
have died from AIDS
was revealed.
A
number of gay and
Ie bian
equality
organizations developed from the event,
and Oct. I I was de ignated as National
Coming Out Day.
Becau e gay and
Ie bian
are st ill
ometimes treated
unequally,
the
Human
Right
ampaign explains
ome rca OIlS why a
person might choose
to
"come
out"
despite the tigma. It
says that not oply i
coming out a powerful thing a gay individual can do to liberate himself, but "it
is also a powerful
thing you can do for
others, as public
opinion shows that
people who know

someone gay are
more likely to support our quest for
equality."
Elizabeth Birch,
executive director of
the Human Rights
Campaign,
said,
"Some of the most
difficult and important decisions in the
lives of gay, lesbian,
bisexual and transgender people relate
to coming out." This
is because, although
it is likely that a
homosexual person
may be discriminated against, it is the
only way to change
popular opinion and
educate "elected officials who have the
power to change the
laws that affect our
lives."
National Coming
Out
Day
wa
d igned to make it
ea ier for a per on to
come out. If one is
nervous about the
reactions of his family and friend, he
can announce his
orientation
cxual
publicly and build a
network of upport
before revealing his
preference to his family.
Birch al 0 said
that coming out is a
lifelong journey. "It
requires that you
make frequent decisions about whether
to come out to ome-
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I) 9/29/02: Incident typeMalicious Damage to Automobile. A
antee Hall re ident reponed to poli
that he parked hi Ford Explorer in th
parking lot b, Waccamaw Hall at
approximately 11 pm ept. 2 . Wh n h
~ turn d to th
' hi 1 th foUo ring
day around 12 pm, h noti d a long
cratch on the rear hatch lid of the hid
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9/30/02:
Incident typDruglNarcotic Violation. At 4:45 pm
poli re ponded to a all from a per on
vho ,'a lock d out of hi
in parking
lot G. One offi r or~ d on op ning
the pa nger id d r and one on th
driver ide door. ,,,Then the offi er
op ned the door on the pa nger id
an overwhelming odor of marijuana
camt: from the ar. The suspect a
que tioned about it~ and on nt to
search the ,ehicle was granted to th
officer . Upon earching th car, th officer di co ered a large Ziplock bag filled
with a green leafy ub tan e which va
later found to be marijuana and four
smaller bag . The u p ct was arrested
and the car was towed to take inventory
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Ritter' book explains his
"it'w on Iraq and his propo .
als for solving the problem.

Camp.us
Briefs

Ritter:
former weapons
inspector clarifies his opinion
at an upcoming
lecture here at
CCU

program~
curriculum
requirements, and teacher
rtlfication.

New members participat-

cont. from p. Al

ed in a retreat held at the

CCU
cult to begin bombing Iraq.
Bush now says that Iraq must
agree to stop the development
of all chemical & biological
weapons, as well as research
into nuclear technology.
Bush is fighting another
battle at home in Congress.
Most Republicans, such as
Senator Jim Bunning of
Kentucky, support Bu h's
desire for military action.
During a debate on Oct. 5,
Bunning was quoted as saying,
"The time for inspections,
diplomacy and delay has
passed. It is time for us to
act."
Many Democrats, especially in the Senate, have trouble
accepting the idea of authorization of military action.
While they agree Saddam is a
threat, many argue that
America should continue its
attempts to resolve the conflict without military force.
In the
arne debate,
Senator Edward Kennedy, a

CLASSIFIEDS
-Spring Break! Bahamas Party Cruise $299, Cancun & Jamaica
From $429, Florida $159! www.springbreaktravel.coml-800678-6386
- FOR RENT: 4 bedroom house in Surfside; 3 bed;oom condo in
Garden City w/pool; sale by owner; 1-888-502-2345
-Postal Positions: Clerks/carrierslsorters. No experience
required. Benefits. For exam, salary and testing information call
(630)844-0465 ext. 3231. 8am-8pm.
-ATIENTION: WORK FROM HOME! Mail Order Business.
Needs help immediately. $$$ PT/FT. Full training. Free booklet.
www.pourondreams.com (888)219-2278

Democrat of Massachusett. ,
said, '1\merica should not go
to war against Iraq unless and
until all other rea,onable alternatives arc exhausted. There
is no doubt that Saddam
Hussein's regime is a serious
danger, that he is a tyrant.
And that his pursuit of lethal
weapons of mass destruction
cannot be tolerated. He must
be disarmed. Our goal is to
achieve this objective in a way
that minimizes the ri k to o~r
country. We cannot ignore the
danger to our young men and
women in uniform, to our ally
Israel, to regional stability, to
the international community
and victory against terrorism."
Coastal student had an
opportunity to voice their
opinion at the "Teach-In" on
Iraq on Oct. 10. The Edwards
Recital Hall had standing
room only. Panelists including
political science profe sors, a
Quaker, a former soldier, and
others also responded to the
questions and concerns of students and the community.
Professor Richard Collin
will be speaking on Thursday,
Oct. 17 on the topic: "Us and
Them: Why the World Puzzles
America." Collin, who has
spent time in the Middle East
as well as other parts of the
world with the US government, will be discussing the
coming war with Iraq and the
events of Sept. 11. It will take
place in the Wall Auditorium
at 7:30 pm.

The return of

Smallpox?
By Shane Greenfarb
staff writer
Imagine a disea e more
threatening
than
AIDS,
because it's airborne.
Now
think of the world's greatest
serial killers, the people they
murdered, and sit back to consider thi : they've got nothing
on Smallpo"'.
The world's greatest killer
was once a di ease, manifesting
orne 600 plu year ago in
1350 with the Hittites and rapidly preading. It wa eventually eradicated in 1977. No
one has been vaccinated since
1984, and Newsweek recently
commented that American
born since 1972 are as u ceptible as when Columbus
arrived in 1492.
This all stems from the
recent hysteria involving terrorists and the World Trade
Center!Pentagon attacks. Is it
possible terrorists are armed
with this deadly plague?
The Federal Government
has made biosecurity it top
priority recently, not to mention moving forward with a
massive plan to vaccinate the
entire country in case of an
attack. Health and Human
Services Secretary Tommy
Thompson also pre ented a
plan to the White Hou e that
allowed for the vaccination of
10 million hospital and health
worker.
In 1972, routine vaccination was abandoned for the
"ring vaccination,"
which
involved isolating a suspected
ca e which revolved while vaccinating their primary and secondary contacts. The problem
with this treatment is the disea e moves too fast and could
be rampant and render the
treatment ineffective if people
are infected prior t~ vaccination.
The Center for Disease
Control is backing the White
House with a plan to urge

state and local government to
vaccinate everyone during an
attack, Thi would begin with
establi hing cljnic to open and
treat the situation the minute
it emerge ~ It is believed this
could very well work, ince
Smallpo ' doesn't spread easily
from person to person in it 17
day incubatio!' period, and
even tho e infected can avoid
serious illness if vaccinated
within four da 's of acquiring
it. This is all laid out in a
"Smallpox Vaccination linic
Guide," which give a run
down of the di ea e and the
propo als of the CDC and the
government.
Right now the government
i stockpiling not ju t the older
vaccine but a newer one developed in cell culture. A shortage of vaccine is not perceived
to be a potential problem.
Paranoia may be playing a
large part in the United tate'
efforts.
The
government·
assume that Saddam Hu ein
or other terrorist groups like AI
Queda might have this disea e
at their dispo al. The Soviet
government was at one time
cultivating a huge stockpile for
military purpo es. This stockpile was reportedly destroyed,
but it wa never accounted for.
This leads to the suspicion th~t
someone might have gotten
his hands on it.
Is it all rna s hysteria? Are
we simply overreacting? It i
sp culated that the greatest
case of disea e outbreak ever
could occur and the planning
may save all our lives in the
event of a terrorist Smallpox
strike. But are we just being
way too concerned with something that might never happen?
The answer lies in the fact
that we can never be too safe,
and the public outcry and
medical rush for a solution
could save millions of lives in
the long run.
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Tailgating decision yet
to be made
By Willis Taylor
staff writer
Get ready to rai e your gla .e. .The football team brings
forth a new is ue to b tackled
by the adrnini tration.
'vVith the highly anticipated
debut of Coa tal' new football
team ne j: year, the!" come a
rep rcu sion of certain change
affecting the entire univer ity.
Some of the e chang we have
already CA-perienced, uch as the
new athleti logo. Chauncey.
our chanticleer, ha clearly
found his more intimidating

ide.
There i more change y t to
come. How do
om revi ion
to on-campu lcohol poli ie
ound? Pr tty ni e? By now
rno t tud nt
have reaIiz d
that, thank to the football
team, CC may b tfi ated to
some ne, drinking privil ge .
, football t am qual
tailgating, which equal alcohol,
"wet" carnpu.
whi h qual
Right?
lot quit . This i a common
mi conc ption. 'Vith th addition of the ~ otbal1 team and
the in vitabl tailgating, drinking policie will rno t like}
chang carnpu ;wide. A1though
drinking in Coastal' oed dorm
w:ill probabl r n ver be tolerated

people who are 21 'ar of age
might b able to thro r tailgating partie in ne, I r d ignat d
wet area outsid th
tadium
n ~
ar b fore game .
"Our main concern i maing Uli that it' a go d
ence for ev ryon ," aid
Oir ctor
'arren
Athleti
"Moo e" Koegel.
"If ther '
going to b drinking, it \ rill b
und r a~, controlled condition ."
Th
condition are confin-

Alumni
tud nt
iation and
rtain fa cult ' and taf m mb r.
right nm' i wait ~ r th d
ion con min tailgating to
m d.
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that i crawling
with care r a itance' and faculty
who will stop at
COllt. from p. Al
nothing to mak
sure that ~very one
of i tuden~ hav the choic of whether
to tay at the Fa ory OutI ts Iling h es
or find a I 0 ition b t uited vith h r or
hi. field of tudy and abilitie .
Yi ,many hav heard of the ervices
but choo or have cho en to ignore the
valuabl commoditie right at their fingertips. Sadly, tIlO like my >If who have
dep nded upon our own ahilit to find
employr11 nt while student') are finding
out espe ially now that they need help.
The deadlin i here and it will only get
do er while we sit and shudder at the
possibility of having to wait tables or sell
clothing to touris just a little while
longer until we find the dream career we
hav been striving for thL whole time.
But, as late as it is to get motivated, all
hope is not lost.
The Career Center and Career
Counseling can becom a student's savior
during this depressing and tiring transition in her or his life. Surviving puberty
eems like a walk in the park compared. to
the hunt for a lifelong career. Lu kily, student are not at a loss. The first tep th t
must be taken is not to cringe at the long,

are rs

arduou proce s of the earch, but to
walk, if not run at this point, to room I 17
(for the Center) or room 119 (for coun. ding) in the Prince building or visit their
web ite,
www.coastal.edulcareer.
Students can even call the office at 3492357 to make an appointment.
Once there, on will find an overwhelming amount of information ranging
from handouts and books covering every
a 'pect of the car er s arch to friendly and
helpful ,taff that is eag r to assi t . rou in
anything needed during this time. They
can aid in uch necessities as the fonnation of a re ume, the development of
kills in intervi \'\'ing, and even lessening
the amount of time one must spend marketing themselves through their ingenious
system on the website.
. Employers all over the state end the
Center information on what they need
and are looking for in an employee, which
i replied to by the Center's staff with students' re umes. What could be easier
than this? Only the top repres ntatives
of numerou companies brought to CCU
and put in one room together, allo\\ring
students direct access and opportunity to
browse freely through potential employers!
Many studen t have already taken
advantage of one such career event held
in the Kimble arena a few weeks ago, find-

..__

'

..

tJ:

ing 0 It, like m r If, exa
"hat i available within th ir field of tud ~ On..-s:anlpu r cnntmg, su hath up oming
v nts during the m nth of Octob rand
November, can 110t onl, decrea
tile
amount of tim it take to find suitabl
employment but it . n al 0 e>.po c udents to a world of possibiliti
the'
never kne\' exi ted, blOadening limited
degret: s to a whol new horizon .
Yc,', fellow career earchers, help i out
th r , but not without the ever-anticipated cat h. In order to attend the up oming
in~ mlation
scssion, and on-campu
interview, onc mu t h ve a complet
re ume submitted to the Office of Career
Services beforehand. Where can a tudent find help with the confusion and
frustration of fomling a mind-blowing
resume every emplo.,'er will want to s e?
Why, in the Career Center of course! The
taff in this sacred ccnter can not on]y
make sur your resume i up to par, they
have the magical ability to h Ip a student
with little or no e>.l'erienc" become an
image of Cinderella ucce s.
So, from networking to completing
that ever coveted acceptance letter, the
Career Center is here to help. Do not wait
until it's too late to take advantag of this
fairy godmother that CCU ha made
available, as it has b en estimated to take
6-9 months to conduct a suce sful job
search. To those who are still not convinced, just remember that the method of

ENDS!
T MISS OUR HALLOWEE

marketing 'ou If \rith a walk-in or coldcall method,. uch a
' ha r> been ac
tomed to in th touri m it du trv of f( d
and clothing, ma' \\ork fOJ: me rhe it
om' to finding that dream reel, but
for mo t, ntering into the "big time" b.
way oftha. e elementary method u uall.,:
ta~ approximat ly 100 attemp to genrate 5 intervic\ (a
timated in the Job
earch handout available in the Career
enter). One vi it to the Care r
nt r
or its web it can change a tud nt'
"hole p r pective of U1e job marn t. 0,
what's to 10 e oth r than a poten6al
lunch date who could ha waitt:d 5 minute for .'ou anyway? Reaci)~ s~t, run to
the areer C nt rand b gin your career
search right away.
December and May are approaching
fa<;t and who wants to have to look she pishly at their paren· and family on graduation day and tell them that y ar of
preparation for a career has led you to
believe that it i in your b tint re t to
make your 0\\11 career out of waiting
tables or selling hoes? Go to the Career
Center and do yourself a favor on graduation da; Knowing that your diploma \ 111
be worth more than ju t a conv r 'arion
piece on a wall will do wonder for .,,'our
po ture a you march acro5s that tag on
graduation da. ood luck to all.

~.....,..

PARrY! JOIN US AS WE CELEBRATE

E SCARIEST

IGHT OF THE YEAR! COSTUME CONTESTS
CASH AND PRIZES! SEE YOU
HERE HALLOWEEN NIGHT!
COME AND JOIN US EVERY' lHURSDAY NIGHT FOR lHE
BIGGEST COUEGE PARtY IN MYR11.E BEAOI! EVERY'WEEK
lHERE IS SOMElHI G NEW .GOI G ON. YOU DONT
WANT TO MISS our ON tHE EVENT EVERVO . E IS TALKI G
ON EACH WEEK AS lHE GAMES ARE ALWAYS OIANGING
ABOUL... ''CO!! 'FCM IGHr AT MontER FI.ETOIERS!
18 to dip 21 to sip wI a valid I.D. Located on 8th Ave N. and Ocean Blvd. Doors open at lOpm
GAMES AND TOURNAMENTS START AT 10:00 M SHARP
SO GET HERE EARLY TO ENSURE ENTRY' INTO lHESE
EVENTS! DON'T MISS THE EXCITMENT THAT GOES
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MOVIE REVIEW
entertainment magazine

2

Movie review

Red Dragon

3

Squawk!, clo The
Chanticleer

entertainment news

SquawkBox
music

Soulfly in Myrtle Beach

10

contacts

literature

"Student Body Shots"

by mail:
PO Box 261954
Conway, SC 29526
by phone:
(843) 349-2330

By:Brian Martin/assistant editor

The man- ating IIannibal Lecter is back in
"Red Dragon ," a prequel to
1991'<) "The
Silence of the Lambs" and 2001 ' "Hannibal."
The story follow Will Graham (Edward
Norton) , the FBI agent who captured
Hannibal (Anthony Hopkins), a h return to
the agency to track down a serial killer known
as the 1()oth Fairy
The story here more closely re emble
"SHen e" than the gratuitou ly
gor'
"Hannibal" did, which . hould plea e audience
left unfulfilled with the sequel. "Red I ragon"
i , however, mu h more III "thodical and routine than the ol;ginal, which keep it from
achieving the level umquene and inten it r

by fax:
(843) 349-2743

o

RED DRAGON

r

terri fy
an/one
who ha
e e n

"The Silence of the L1.mb ."
When "Hannibal" wa rel a ed, audience
wer ('i ad r to ee the r turn of one of the mo t
horrifying ki11er in cin ma I) istory. Here,
Hop ins' return to th role feel almo t lik a
novelty act. It' ort of like going to ee Jerry
Seint Id p rform a tand up a t and coaxing
him into doing a "Hello, e\ 'man." The audience applaud and ('i m mb r ba k to rh n
einfeld u ed to do that on TV. The feeling i
the arne her.
Hopkin com
out, doe hi
Le tcr impr L

bye-mail:
chanticleer@coastal.edu

13 television
Season Premieres

4

Horoscopes

15 ad\VICE

Sex on the Beach
Two Old Men Answer Life's
Questions

Cover:

an yc u pull off the latest fashion trend?

design by Ray Brown

Need Money?
Need to make some extra
bucks? Tired of having no
money to do the things you
want? Well, here's your chanc.e
to make some cash ... The Chanticleer is looking for ad sellers.
It's simple, sell an ad to
placed in the newpaper and
make 10 % commission off the
sale. For more information
contact Nicole Service at
349.2330 or e-mail

be

chanticleer@coastal.edu

--=-...!.-_______....J

~---_----!......................_ _ _ _ _ _

-photo courtesy of Yahoo! movie
'orton) visits Hannibal L:!Ct 'r (Anthon' HoplUns) in jail a, he tries to get clu s
to who the w'fc>oth Fairy" rria\ killer might be.

'\

\\ i \ Graham (Ed

main tory.
'orton
eff ctiv
a
Grallam, pani ularI r during
hi
e "Change
with
Lect r.
ll1e two hap a
profe ional
hi tory togdh.and
performan e
i
marked
with
betrayal
and
apprehen ion.
Noteworthy
performanc ~s

are aI 0 giv n
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ by
Emily
Watson as Reba '
McClane, a blind woman who develop an
that "Silence" is remembered for.
While this film is being advertised as a interest in Dolarhyde, and Phillip eymour
Hannibal Lecter movie, Hopkins' character is Hoffman as a surly, ill-fated journalist.
Reprising roles from "Silence" are Anthonv
really nothing more than a supporting player.
It is Ralph Fiennes' portrayal of killer Francis Heald as Dr. Frederick Chilton and Franki~
Faison a Barney Matthew. Faison, incidenDolarhyde that really drives the movie.
Fiennes makes his character truly unnerv- tally, i the only actor to have appeared in all
ing. Anyone who has ever studied William four adaptations of Thoma Harri ' novels
Blake knows the guy wa creepy, and Dolarhyde (19 6', "Manhunter" is actually the fir t film
ha apparently become fixated on hi work, ver ion of "Red Dragon," tarriJ;g Brian Cox a
particularly a piece which inspired him to get Lecter).
There are a handful of little touch" that
an elaborate dragon tattoo on his back. The
fans
of the Hannibal film. will enjo,. A dinn r
beast in this work of art L also the voice telling
scene earl' in the movi is particularly amusing.
him to kill people, and his "dialogue" scene
with the painting are supremely effective in cre- and the film's condu. ion pfeTen • "Sit nLe"
(albeit a bit inconsistently).
ating tension and suspen e.
Better than "Hannib'al," but not quite a
Dolarhvde easily overshadows Lecter
good
as "Silence," "Red Dragon" is still a p ralthough Hopkins is -in top form in his role:
The problem with Lecter in this film is not that fectl), good serial killer genre film.
he's not coming across as a freaky psychopath,
but that we've seen thi whole routine before.
Nothing Hannibal does in this film will surprise

The Chanticleer
SNIPER'S

Brian Martin'

'F ntieth

"If entertainment new ,vere edible, it ,vould ta te like Pixy tix."

ONCE AGAIN, JONES ASKS, "WHO'S YOUR DADDY?"
The oice of Cl ,Jame Earl Jone ,
has igned on to once again breath Hfe
into Darth Vader. Jone will Tepri e hi
role a the voice of Vader in th up om-

ing" tar Wars: Epi ode Ill." Th film
will b the final in tallrn nt of eorg
Luca ' pr qu 1 trilo " and vill d tail
Anakin
~ aJker' de
nt from Jedi
Knight to
a oull

• No oed checJc. No contmct.

• ~ long-distDnce.
•

0

roaming charges

AUTEL aweruge QretJ.
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Soulfly brings unique emotion to HOB.
By Shane Greenfarb
staff writer

Ri ing from the ashes of a nasty
departure from metal pioneer Sepultura,
Max Cavalera formed Soul fly in 1997.
The name coming from his cameo in
the Deftones' song "Headup" about the
death of his step-son Dana, the name
meaning soul fly, fly high. So there is
no surprise that the pain and anguish,
the pirituality and the delivery the
band drives is inspired by the parting
from Sepultura and the death of Max's
on. After three albums, the band has
proven itself worthy of being called
metal heavyweights, both headlining
and corresponding on Ozzfest. It also
got a chance to play the Hou e of Blues
in North Myrtle on Oct. 13.
Debuting in 1998 with a se1f-titled

out. The heartbreak
of losing his son
drove the band into
a very tough position: make the sentiment smooth and
ambiguous or kick
your head into the
dirt with it. The latter seemed to fit all
too well and was
mix d in heavil '.
The band carried
it over into their
ophomore effort,
-photo courte.~y of lac's Soulfly Site "Primitive,"
with
After
a
hard
loss,
Soultly's
lead
singer
has
brought
a
diffen.:nt
sound
to
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ strong recognition
and MTV2 airplay
debut, the band landed with a strong
and prominent sound that thrived on with the single "Back to the Primitive."
the tribal sound of Sepultura and the It is a spiritual and painful album full of
conquering riffs Cavalera was thrusting redemption and questioning. On the

third album ,"3," it almost seems in the
midst of the tragedy of Sept. 1 1 that
Cavelera has conquered orne demon',
but those are replaced by 0 many mor .
While hi' quest to end .the pain of
Dana's death i orne, hat answered,
the hurt for both 9/11 a.nd th situation
our world i in seem to hit his heart
just the same.
Soulfly stand a a very influential
band for the new millennium, but being
Jed b . a presence like Cavalera, it i no
wonder the band i 0 effective. The
stage how i full throttle and energetic,
bringing back what concerts are truly
meant to be like. So it houtd be no
shocker their arrival at the HOB wa a
oncert I was glad to have tick 'ts for.
Next time Soul fly is in town, pi k up
orne ticket , and pi k up the CD while
you're at it.

Wasting tiIne: fun websites to visit
By Amanda Stepp
staff writer
How often do you find yourself sitting around wishing you had some way
to spend some time? Maybe you're looking for an excuse to put off that paper
just a little longer. Maybe you just got it
finished and want to relax. We've all
had these moments. Fortunately,
my own experience in this has
given me a few interesting things
to do when I'm in such a predicament.

Amusement: Excellent

http://terraserver.homeadvisor.mSfl.com
Conspiracy theorists, beware! You
can see an aerial photo of your home via
thi w bsite. By entering in your addre
in the advanced search or simply zoom-

completely inappropriate, where you
stuck your foot in your mouth ... " and
so it continues. "The Moment" features
one of those moments, and can be constantly reloaded. The site is currently
bragging of almost 1 I ,000 such
moments submitted by visitors. It also
has a subscribe feature. Time: Not quite
an hour, depending on how many
moments you read Amusement:

Amu ement: Informative, rather than
amusing.

Medium (Warning: May contain offensive language)

http://www.thespark.com

http://www.collegehumor.com
. This site, built for the college student, is a collection of random thoughts
and inserts. Complete with message
boards that are ... amusing, to say the
lea t, and a 'wide array of pictures, video , and weird ound,
the possibilitie are endle .
Time: Half hour, unle
you
start downloading Amusement:
Medium-High

http://games.yahoo.com
Perhaps the king of all time-wasting
sites, Yahoo! Games offers a wide variety of games such as Blackjack, Euchre,
Pyramids, Chess, Alchemy and Graffiti.
Most of the above are multi-player, and
will give you an opportunity to hone
your skills at them so that you can
impress your friends the next time you
decide to play cards. My personal
favorite is JT's
Blocks, where you
attempt to clear the board by clicking on
like colors. Before you know it, it's 2
a.m. Who needs sleep, anyway? Time:
Hours & hours (& hours . . .)

ing in on the world map, you can see
black and white photos of any home,
though the picture I found of my house
was taken in 1994. Time: Minutes
Amusement: Cancelled out by the freakiness factor

http://www.lowbrow.com
If you have a sick, deranged sense of
humor, go immediately to this site: it's
brimming with it. To quote the About
area:
" [Lowbrow.com]
is
about
moments where you said something

http://www.imdb.com
Movie lovers, this is your place. This
site offers a little of everything related
to cinema, such as reviews, showtimes,
and actor biographies. One of the best
parts is the upcoming movie list, which
extends nearly a year. Though the dates
nearly always change, it's interesting to
see what's coming up in theatres. Time:
Fifteen minutes to a half-hour

The Spark is possibly the most popular and ancient of all the online
quizzing sites. Famous for its Purity Test
and Death Te t, this is a classic that
simply can't be left out. Time: Hours
Amusement: Intense
. . Though there are many other sites
that can prove amusing, the e are simply some of my favorites. Next time
you're looking for omething to do,
check one of these out. Once you start,
you just can't stop.
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MOVIE REVIEW
By:Franklin Semones! for The Chanticleer
Writer-director Roger Avary's
"The Rules of Attraction," based
on the novel by Brett Easton
Ellis (American Psycho, Less
Than Zero), details a emester
at the fictional Camden college,
follm.."ing the Jives of three students from different backgrounds.
The film begins and ends at
the annual End-of-the-World
Party, a December bash that
sho;vcases how miserable the
lives its characters have hecome.
Sean Bateman (Jam 5 Van Oer
Beek, hatt ring his squeakyclean "Dawson" imag to bit) i
a
nior who ha re orted to
drug dealing to help earn
incom.
lauren
(hannyn
o amon, "40 Da.'
and 40
Nigh~") i a college virgin who
eagerl rave h r elf for Victor
(IGp Pardu , "Remember th
Titans").
And
Paul
(Jan
omerhalder, "Life a a Hou e"),
Lauren'
" is increa ingly pining for S an, who remain practically unaware of all of Paul'
innuendo.
The movie introduces us to
the e character at tlleir lowest;
Lauren doesn't seem to inter '5t
Victor, 0 he hoo
uI with
someone else, only to be raped;
Sean doesn't eem to interest
Lauren, so he decides to cruelly
seduce a freshman; and Paul
almost receives a beating for his
'ual advances on another student. After the introductions,
the story kicks off at the beginning of the school year, detailing
each characters' journey and
descent.
Avary, whose greatest success
so far has b en as Quentin
Tarantino'
co-scripter on
"Reservoir Dogs" and "Pulp
Fiction," and on his own wrote
and directed the ill-regarded
uIGlling Zoe," relies on many different directing techniques to
tell his tory, including splitscreen, image rewind (heavily
used during the introduction
scenes) and image fast forward
(the movie's most inventive
scene, detailing a character's sexual escapades during an extended vacation in Europe with fran-

tic-paced narration, which near1/ wears the audience out). He
delivers a visually entertaining
movie.
What is called into question,
though, is the morality of his
tory; the movie is filled with
vile characters, and in no way do
an ' of them really find redemption of any sort. To some, this
may be a problem, but that
would be to miss the point. The
movie's all about how people listen (or don't listen) to each
other, and how people often
negate their feelings and follow
their poorly misguided instinct.
"The Rules of Attraction" is
fir t and foremost a dark comedy, a genr which tend to turn
away a wide audience. One particularly humorous
scene
involve an overdosing fre hman
being run to the hospital, \ Ihere
a third hift doctor in i ts tlle
tud nt is dead, even aft r dle
fre hman a vaken .
Most of the performances are
appropriate, with only Van Oer
Beek and Somerhalder the real
standouts. Considering how
mo t of the other character' are
shallow, and the actors aren't
nece sarily talented, their shallow empty performances equate
with the spirit of the movie.
However, thankfully, the characters aren't as inept and one-sided
as one would expect from more
typical teen fare, like the recent
crapfests "National Lampoon's
Van Wilder" and "Sorority
Boys."
On a side note, the movie
featured a very melancholy uicide (in which a secondary character slits her wrist in a bathtub),
which could be one of the most
effective put on screen in a long
while. Avary decides to focus in
one steady take on the victim'
facial reaction, which leaves a
startling
impression on the
viewer.
If you were one of the few
who understood or at least
enjoyed "American
Psycho,"
check thi out. .All other', you
might as well steer clear; thi
isn't for just anyone's taste.

THE RULES OF ATTRACTION

feast on a fabulous 4-course dinner, see spectacular
pageantry, exquisite horsemanship, an authentic
jousting tournament and exciting hand-to-hand
combat.

I

~ieval crtmes
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&
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www.medievaltim.es.com

For Tickets or
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236 8080
-
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Norah Jones CD
brings class and
. tranquility to
today's scene

Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs- Student Groups
Earn $1000-$2000 h s seme er w
CampusFundra ser 3 hour tundra ng e·.,.;;;....
Our prouen programs make tundral I g e
no risks. Fundralslng dates are fl ng quldllu.
so get with the program!

(888) 923 3238
www.campusfundraiser.com

AL

-photo courtesy of orah Jones.com
Fillmore Auditorium, April 5, 2002 - opening for John

By Anne-Marie D'Onofrio
taff writer
Riding in on h r "honey and
moke" voice and a new ound all
her own,
orah Jone i making a
big impre sion on the music world
with her debut album, "Come
Away With Me ....
Growing up in Texa ,Jon went
to a performing arts high chool and
later attended college in Texas to
study jazz piano. After two years of
college, she decided to take a trip to
New York, and that i when it all
began.
While in
w York, Jone wa
in pired to write ong and started a
band.
After recording demos in
October 2000 and later igning with
Blue Note Record, Jone ha
released
her fir t
in g Ie
d

a er

album.
A ompanying Jon 'voi e i a
oft ba kground mu i providing a
jazzy fe . Jon play piano on
almo t all track , and th 010 add
a cIa
tou h to th ong.
Be ides acou tic guitar and
drum, the band al 0 u
such
in truments as the violin and an
organ, giving the mu ic a unique
ound. "Come Away With Me" i
a great album to Ii ted to while trying to unwind, relieve stre
or
relax. The mu ic i oothing and
impli tic and provid an alt rnative to today' metal and rock
band.
ong on the album ar both
original and remake ,on remake
being Hank William ' "Cold Cold
Heart."
Jon and her band are currentlyon tour in Europ and will be
working through 0 'ember. Aft r
th Europ tour, th group will travel to Au tralia and ew Zealand
b ginning in late January.
For more information on the
band or future tour date, vi it
www.norahjone.com.
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>< dl8$$ics with a rock and

edge~".

Apparently the Olsen twins have the "rock
and roll edge" too.
D~ for example. is selling sweaters,
polos and button-down shirts that are tight
on the torso. The featured pants are made of
stretch corduroy or a polyester/wool blend.
They are flat in the front with two slanted
pockets. The back is plain with two hidden

wears the modem style on C8Jl1\6tl1s;wWl]:tt~ t • ··. 1
noticed for sure.
Weird men's fashion is out there, you just
have to look past the athletic and preppy
styles common to the college campus if you
want to be an original. And of course, to be
even more of an original. start your own fash.
ion trend.

DrS/GN I' ~"

hanging off one Shoulder during the 1980s.
The freaky part. tIlat not only' fashion
repeating itself. but now it i fNen more outlandish than when it first hit the runway..
Take the flare jeans; for example. What
used to be your basic blue denim with a
slight flare and light sandblasting on the
upper thighs has evolved into what 1 like to
call the "been dragged around in the dirt and
scratched with sand-paper" look. And at
GoJane.com, you can own this very style for
$45.99.
The saddest part is that many of us feel
the same way about some of these styles-they're just plain hideous. But why do we
wear them?
"I like to fit in," said Kim Roessner, sophomore.
Some girls across this campus admit to
wearing clothes that were considered "the
thing to wear" although it was ugly to em.
"In high school I had this shirt and
matching pants with the safety pins in

M lani ElJerbe. freshman, agrees. "I
think celebrities get away With a lot of stuff
because they're famous. If they wear something ugly. people won!t say mean things.
but if you wore it, people would say you look
stupid."
So if celebrities don't determine what
you wear, what does?
"I wear what I like," said Katie Siebert,
sophomore. "When I was younger, I wore
things I didn't like because of my mom, but
now, 1 don't like something that's in style, I
won't wear it."
But celebrities are not the only ones who
can start a trend. Many start in ide chools
much like Coastal.
Flowers said, "On any campu, it only
takes the right person to start a trend."

0
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"Student Body Shots "
a sarcastic look at the best 4-6 years of your" life
By Nicole Service
editor-in-chief

Or tudent health:
"Someone once asked me why I get sick 0
often. I downed my hot, pu hed my eer away,
"My enior year, I wanted to make a sandwich,
finished my pizza, and told him I had no idea."
but I only had one piece of bread left. So instead
And even moking:
of folding it in half, I put the bread b tween two
~)~J)~~~l~SIHi()·r~s :jjl[it~1
"orne people say they're 0 ial smoker
slices of cheese. And I thought, 'man, I'm going to EillIf.>• ·. !Ii,.].>~"·1iI
. . . ,..."". . .•~~-.
....."". . . . . . . . ,;.<,'-.c1 becau e they onl ' smoke in ocial ituations. It's
\;llK1I~~lmcll"k<ltth.
impn:s ive that the e people can find a pack a day
mis college.'"
Yeah, we've all been there. Hungry as Homer
worth of odal ituation."
impson on an off day but too tired or too drunk
" tudent Body hot" made me laugh, made
to actually go out and buy som food. 0 we make
m cry.. jt moved me. Okay, it didn't really move
do with what Iitt e ve have and till omehow manm , ,nd I certainly didn't cry, but I did laugh my
age to hav the b t time of our live .
a off. The be t part about this book i that it
Steve Hof t tter of collegehumor. om'
mak you feel good about ,hat you've been
"Oh ervational Humor" recently publi hed a hook
doing for the past few year. I happ ned to read it
that e 'plore the ingenuity, mishaps and sometimes
during midterm w k, and ev n though I wa
p r stupidit., of coIl ge student '. "Student Body
tre d to th point of a migraine, Hof tetter'
Shot" take you through the up and down of
book gave m omething to chuckle ab ut and
very tud n1' xperi nc sand manag to have a
hO\ rc>d me that the ituation rC<'llly \ a n't 0 terlighthearted and humorou' look at ev rything from
ribl .
UI once had five midt nn in t\ '0 day , and
orientation to graduation, from the daily grind to
holiday, from dean to janitors ... ba ic.c'llly everywhen I told omeone about it, th v told ~ that
thing a tud nt evcr could and inevitably do s go
th y had i 0. ot only did I know they \\ere only
through during his trip down higher education
taking five la e, but apparently, math wa n't
lane.
one of them . .,
In the for word by Rider Strong, Shawn from
The book is only $11.95, and you can order it
"Boy Meet World," says that "the only things that
from collegehumor.com or Amazon.com if going
make college 'normal' are the minute details we
into a bookstore when it' not time to either buv
have in common," and ain't that the truth. We
books for nE't seme ter or sell back your old one",
don't all have the same friends, but every group
gives you the chill and a trange rash.
has "the per, on they usually make fun of and is
I know that, as college students, you probably
ollly really there for the pure entertainment value.
don't have a lot of money to spare, but I highly
The next time you go out with your friends, look
recommend buying this book. It importance as
around for a few minutes-and pray you can figure
coffee-table material rank right up there with
out who it is." We don't all hang out with the
don't even notice anymore. Like how we talk:
" 10 1 Drinking Garnes" and the latest issue of
same co-ed group of friends, but no matter what, "guys
"In a group of friends. there's always the phrase guy. "Maxim."
are dumb and girls are crazy."
The one guy who says all these cool phrases everyone
And when you are old and your grandkids ask what
Hofstetter's book is basically a compilation of short copies for a semester until he says a new cool phrase college was like when you were there, you won't actu(very short, very readable) essays that explore the that they can copy. In a fraternity, they're called 'the ally have to talk to them. You can ju t throw the book
at them then demand your Metamucil.
things about college that we all take for granted or executive board. '"

EA
300 N. Kings Hwy.
Myrtle Bact., SC 29577
(843) 448-6 62

Broadway t The Beach
1320 Cel~brity quare
(843) 62&.9535

Huge Mussells, Ludous l.egs & Tasty Tailsl

10% off food order with CCU ID

Make $$$ on you
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a
By Amanda Silva

for The Chanticleer
Have you ever been dri\'ing down
the road and omeone was driving
eytremely low and you wished you
could pull that per 'on over for going
slow?
Or maybe omeone wa weaving in
ld out of traffic almo t causing an
accident?
Better 'et,

looked at the p r on in the car n :t to
you and wi hed you ould pull
him/her over and get hi !her
phone numb r?
I know I have been in
ime.
Production . e rent J
'ent and a ked. other
Coastal
tudent
\ 'hat thev would do if th '

1. Pull
o pIe
for
going 10 '
2. Quit
3.
Pull

Audios ave's newe tag
By Shane Greenfarb

staff writer
For anyone that hasn't
already heard "Cochise," the
single from
Audio~lave'
epononymous debut, it ound_
nothing lik the collaborator
previou pieces. Thi of cour e
being the collaboration between
Chri Cornell of Soundgarden
fame and the former member
of Rage Against the Machine
minu vocalist Zach de la
Rocha. A long awaited get
together that ha finally made
it's way to your ear ,thi preview still corne a long while
before the Nov. 19 shelf date.
To lay down a little background, Soundgarden wa. a
grunge pioneer with a heavy
metal background, an edgier
ound 'with a heavier carriage
for their riffing than their peer
(Nirvana, Pearl Jam, etc). Rage

Against th Ma hine wa'
compri d of political hiphop/metal fused ro k r
with a
pen hant for
graphic imagery in their
I rric. Wh n ...rou combine the cores of these
outfit you get a per yering sound that explode
and manatc a brand
new texture of onic
sound and heavines' that
i remini cent of
the
member ' pre iou bands.
With the help of Rick
Rubin' sharp dged big
guitar and drum and a
droning bas backing t chnique, the album i
great Ii ten with a very
potent feel.
Opening 'with
aforementioned
ingle,
-photo courtes;' of MFNRoiks
the albw 1 vault into hy Ii Cornell, fonn ri • of oundgard n, mixe with th re, b liev it or n t. but
more 0 in th \ rallop of th
terical, mind bending, spi- form r R.'lge membe to fonn a umqu .ound.
b
lin b r Tim and
raling and head-piercing
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A preview of Pearl Jam's ttRiot Act"
By Shane Greenfarb

staff writer
Whoever laments Pearl Jam as the
last official grunge band should honestly change his opinion after listening to
its new album, "Riot Act."
While the album does not hit stores
until Nov. 12, being the crazed fan that
1 am, 1 just had to track it down on
MP3. Don't let this deceive you. Go
out and buy the album, as I definitely

absolutely brilliant on this outing.
The reason why this album works so
well is the formula behind it aU. It
sounds like nothing they have ever done
before. Inspirations are drawn musically from Bob Dylan and Bruce
Springsteen obviously, with maybe a little Neil Young and Tom Waits thrown in
for good measure.
But it is the surroundings, the
atmosphere the album vibes, post-9/11
referen.ces, especially from the song

Pearl Jam's latest offering, "Riot Act" proves that the band is getting better and better.

",rill. Nonetheless, grab it before it
comes out as well. It just may be the
answer to all these clusters of rock
bands: real, heartfelt, purebred R&R.
This being the band's seventh studio
album, amidst numerous live albums,
one official, several bootlegs of
European and American tours, it gives
way to a very provocative sound. The
band meshes well as always, possibly
one of the tightest units of the last
decade. Eddie Vedder's voice is as recognizable as ever, throaty and filled with
anguish, confusion,
joy... just about
every emotion in the book.
. Mike McCready, one of the more
unappreciated guitarists around, from
one of the most overlooked bands of its
time, lays down phenomenal riffs and
chords, just as good as any of Pearl Jam'
previous work, and is perfectly supported by Stone Gossard on rhythm. The
band's rhythm section of Jeff Ament on
bass and former Soundgarden drummer
Matt Cameron is picturesque and

"Bushleaguer," that draw out an eeriness. There is also a comfortable form
of complacency where the band is able
to give way to a progressiveness that has
never been apparent in its previous
albums. Each song grows and makes the
album feel more and more whole. It's
quite unpredictable at times; like 1 said,
it really sounds like nothing the band
has ever done before.
The opening track "Can't Keep"
wails, croons and pushes itself into your
mind. Each track i great, but the highlights are obvious. "Save You" rocks
like old time "ys." (the band's second
album) type grunge rock, and follows
through with the romantic strum of
"Love Boat Captain." "Cropduster" is
one of the better songs on the album. It
has an aura to it, something original in
the echoes of the background singing
that makes the song feel as good as it
sounds. "Ghost" thrusts itself at you,
rocking, but not overexerting itself.
The album's single is even a great
piece, and normally I'm turned off by

the single. "I Am Mine" is reminiscent
of Bob Dylan. "Thumbing My Way" is
almost a Springsteen cut, sounding very
familiarly like Springsteen's pre-"Born
In The USA" works. From the band'
first album, its ound has improved and
resolv~d itself, reforming into something
completely different from previous
works.
"Get Right" hits hard, a punky number
followed
by
a
poppier
"Greendisease" and a confusing, pleading
song
called, very
appropriate I y ,
" H e I p ,
H e I p . "
" 1/2 Full" i
great and
the album
closes beautifully with
the piano
driYing "All
Or Tone,"
not ju t a
great closer
but a magnificent
song, and
just mayb
the best the
band ha'
recorded.
-photo COUrtClY of LaulIchMusic
W her e
does "Riot
Act" take
you? A different place any album of
theirs has before. It's pOignant and
striking at the same time as being riff
heavy and conscience of the. times.
Pearl Jam never spin its wheels to trv
and keep up with the current scene; it
stays on a parallel all its own, progre sing and never looking back at their previous grunge aesthetics, saying, should
we re-record our initial hit "Jerem r?"
Today that's a notion that buries some
bands, but not Pearl Jam.
This album is a great addition to the
catalogue. It shows how the sound is
aging well and driving forward with
incredible intent of recapturing the
strength of rock and roll. It's exciting,
and it's captured here in one of the b st
albums so far this year. Pearl Jam just
keeps getting better and better.

The Tragically
Hip w/Wayne·
$17.50·$45

(over 21 only)

$22.50·$55

10/26
Taproot w/Project
86 & Pulse Ultra
$8·$10

10/30
C~unting Crows

$27.50·$65
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Fall Season Pre Ie e
By Camilla Hakonardottir, Brian Martin
and Nicole Service
Alias-9:00 Sundays on ABC
Double agent Sidne r Bristow (Jennjfer Gamer)
look ' to have an added complication to her already
complex life this season. Picking up where la t seaon's finale left off, the sea on premiere found Sidney
face to face with her mother (Lena Olin), who
betrayed Sydney, her father (Victor Garber) and the
Unitea States years ago. Combined with all the action
and intrigue the eries gave viewers last ea on, '"Alia "
eontinues to be a strong eries for ABC. -Martill
The Sopranos-9:00 Sundays on HBO
After waiting with great anticipation the sea on
premiere of "The Sopranos" it finally came. ~e
episode was rather 'low and the ea 'on tarted w1th
fami! 'drama. Carmela, Tony's \ ife, worrie about
their money and if their investments. Cannel a has
worries about who's going to take care of her if Ton r
dies. Tony i getting all wound up becau e of
Carmela's worrie and -tarts to complain about it \ rith
his colleagues. The eason is starting quite slow and I
think that we "rill see more drama than e itement
this sea on. But with Ton,' we will never know what
ahead. -Hakonardottir
Scrubs-8:30 Thursdays on NBC
This wa without a doubt my favorite new how
last ea 'on, but its sophomore debut left much to be
de ired. The show ha always had a certain didactic
quality that glimmered through all the funny, but the
sea on premiere's tale of morality overshadowed the
humor. The trusty custodian did till torture Dr.
...Dorian, much to ~y delight, but the conflict I wa
waiting for after last eason's shocking finale never
came. It was a ho-hum solution to a creaming problem. -Service
Will and Grace-9:00 Thursdays on NBC
Grace is being artificially inseminated with Will's
baby, and on the way there she knocks her elf out by
running into a lamp po t in Central Park. Her Jewish
doctor knight in shining armor comes to her re cue,
and when he asks her out on a date, she politely refuses. Somehow the two (the rescuer played by Harry
Connick Jr.) keep bumping into each other, and Grace
keeps turning him down. I know she and Will had a no
dating pact, but c'mon! Grace must have bumped her
head a little harder than she thought. Whether or not
she has conceived still has yet to be seen, and all of the
storylines in the premiere, including Karen's illicit
affair with a rich man who mistook her for a whore last
season, have yet to be re olved. -Service
CSI: Crime Scene Investigation-9;00 Thursdays
on CBS
The cases of the Las Vegas crime lab kicked off the
season two cases, one involving a body found in the
desert and the other regarding a poker champion who
dropped dead during a game, presented themselves to

our intrepid cienti . Th econd epi od of th cason wa one of the erie' be ' t ver, finding the t am
being called to court to demon trate the eVi.den e
against a elebrity in a double murder. Th e epI ode
were a perfect e. ample of \\rhy the erie i on of CB '
mo t popular. Thi is ea il. one of televi ion' mo~
intelligent how, and olving ca e along ide Gri om
and hi team make vie, rers feel braini r than an
ep'j ode of "Jeopard !" -A1artill

ER-IO:OO Thursdays on BC
I till am not ure what exactly monkey-po i. That
being aid, I did enjoy the "ERn ea on pf miere. It
was jam-packed with action and suspen e a the ho pita! wa being evacuated du to a d adl virus that
had already claimed the life of a five-year-old girl and
wa lowly killing her older brother. Although ~t was
never di do ed if the virus wa naturally-occumng or
the work of a terrori t, it hits dose enough to current
events to make you think twice about that tap water.
The real shock was when Dr. Romano' arm was Hced
clean off by a helicopter blade. That eerned totally
unnecessary. Whnt make Romano a dynamic character is how he treats the other characters in their times
of crisis, how he is altema!ely loved and hated by
everyone, including the audience. Having a tory f~
on him takes the fun out of it, and hi injury wa 'Imply too gruesome to accomplish anything except
shock. -Service
Boomtown-l 0;00 Sundays on BC
An incredibly innovative spin on a staple televi ion
genre (the "police drama"), there is really nothing else
like "BoomtO\\,n" on Tv. The crime tory of each
episode is told in segments, with each egment following a different character. By the end of the episod ~e
viewer ha seen the events from around a dozen diffinall r
ferent points of view, and the full story i

re 'ealed. A TOng. di r
of creator Gr ham Yc t
",rill onl r gain momcntun a th
- 1artill
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HOROSCOPES
Libra (September 22-0ctober 22): One of your
good friends has become
overbearing lately.
Everything has to be done their way or no way at all,
and if you refuse to comply, they are experts at making
your life miserable. You ha 'e to stand up to this person before you lose all of your true friends.
Scorpio (October 23-November 21): You lead
two different lives: the one you had before college and
the one you have now. You feel like combining the
two is impossible. Well, it's not. Integrating your
friends now with your friends and family from back
home will make everyone happier, including you.
Sagittarius (November 22-December 21): Bad
thing have been happening to you and the people
you love recently, and you wish you could see an end
in sight. Your. ituations will improve, but as tough as
it may s em, you have to consciously make the effort
to be happy before it actually happens.
Capricorn (December 22-January 19): Not long
ago, ou had big dreams about where your talent was
going to take 'ou in life. Now it seems like you are
tuck in a rut and sinking fast. Just because succe. s
ha not been immediate docs not mean that it will not
happen. Be persi tent and heli ve in yourself.

Aquarius (January 20-February 17): Everyone
worries about their appearance, and if they tell you
otherwise, they are only fooling themselves. However,
do not become too concerned with one part of your
physicality. such as weight. Improving your. elf is
good, but obsessing over it is not.
Pisces (February I8-March 19): People seek you
out because you are a generally happy person, hut
keep in mind that a positive attitude cannot solve
every problem. If that is your only solution you ever
have for your friends' dilemmas, they are going to get
frustrated.
Aries (March 20-April 19): Someone has b n
admiring you from afar for quite some time now, and
it is the person you probably least suspect. Thi is
good new because even though you have not previously considered this person, there i a lot more to
that person than meets the eye.
Taurus (April 20-May 19): You arc feeling the
midterm crunch. Gue s what. So i (' '{'rvone I e.
Acting like you arc oh, 0 - tres ed, ~10re 0 {han your
peers, will do nothing but tick them off. It i okay to
vent because that i what friends are for. Just let others do a little ventin J of their own.

.,: AST'DLDI' IU,U

Gemini (May 20-June 20): You feel like you need
other around you all the time, but every once in a
while, you need some time for your elf. Spending an
hour or two alone does not make you a loser.
Everyone need this time to regroup and relax.
Cancer (June 2 I-July 21): You tell everyone that
you are fine, that everything i going great, but you
know the truth. Hiding all your problems until th~
end of the semeste·r might eem like a good idea now,
but the consequences later will be even harder to deal
with.
Leo (July 22-August 22): You maJ think that
everyone around .:ou i different lately, but it i actuall ' the oth r way around. It i you. Just becau e you
have moved onto a dif~ rent pha e in your life do
not make you b'tter than your friend. Remember
that or 10 e them.
Virgo (Augu t 23-Scptcmbcr 2 I): 'tre ? What
stre s? You have found a way to g t organized and
tay on th ball. And the be t part i that th r i an
end just around the corner. Make Uf that you take
some time to celebrate your gr .ltest accompli hmen1.:
surviving the pa t two v e s.
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hope everyone had a
great
time
at
Midnight
Madness
this
pose
forum is to disweekend. The
night
was
th~
cuss
Coastal's
packed full of
growth.
The
contests as well
goal of the
a performanc• forum is to proes from Zeta
Phi Beta, Phi
vide an opportunity
for
Beta
Sigma,
Coastal's commuDelta
igma
nity to ask and seek
Theta, CCU cheeranswers pertaining to
I aders, and the dance'
Coastal'
grm.vth.
club. I wish the
Men's and Women's SGA PRESIDENT The forum will take
Ba ketball teams the BRIAN NUNEZ place on the Prince
Lawn October 24th
best of luck in their
from 1:30-3:30. I encourage
upcoming seasons.
Omicron Delta Kappa the student body to take part
(Leader hip Honor Society) in this forum regarding the
and the Student Government future. of our institution.

You know, it' getting to the point
now that] don't even want to leave th
hous anymore. It seems like I can't
driv an 'wh r \ rithout having to deal
with some sort of headache.
Of cour e, there arc the usual r 'ckless drivers and the absolutely miserable
commute to CCU on Highway 544
every morning. I'm pretty ure that,
when Lucifer was cast out of Heaven, he
landed between Surfside and Conway
and that this area was later paved over
and called 544. The road is just that
evil.
But the real source. of m ' chagrin
have tran cended these common aggravations. Certain recent events have
forced me to reconsider both the state
of soci ty and the true dangers of getting on the road.
So I'm sitting in class and a friend of
mine comes up and tells me that, on
her way in thi morning, he pas ed
my car in the parking lot and noticed,
curiously, that a banana peel wa draped
over my driver's side mirror.
Now certainly, I didn't put the
banana peel on my car. Why would I do
that? But then, why would anyone do
something like that?
Who goes around putting banana

Ac; many of you know, a
new off-campus housing called
Chanticleer Village just recently opened this semester. When
news of Chanticleer Village
surfaced last semester, a lot of
students were attracted to it
becau e of all of the benefits
that were advertised to be available to students.
As many of us who moved
into this neighborhood have
found out, these
so called
"benefits" are yet to be seen.
The high speed internet
access was installed 1\ '0 weeks
late, and it is not very "highspeed" at all. Our clubhouse
that was suppo ed to be open
on Aug. 27 is still not open to
this day. The management has
also just added RA's to each
building.

peds on car. '? Or, more specifically,
who goe out of their way to put a peel
on .MY car? My mind reeled oyer th se
qu stions. Nothing made en to me.
And the more I pondered the banana
peel' origin, the more confused I
became.
Someone out ther ha determined
that the practice of placing banana
peels on the vehicles of random people
is a valuable, acceptable social activity.
Well, I'm not entirely convinced.
Who is the culprit of this questionable act?
Ma Tbe it's just someone
who's played a little too much Super
Mario Kart and thinks of the banana as
a common auto accessory. Perhaps I'll
never know.
While I'm on the subject of
cars, there;s some-

thing
else I saw recently which both disturbed
and confused me. One afternoon I was

The biggest problem that
has been noticed so far i the
security guard
situation.
Obviously the owner of
Chanticleer Village must have
realized that putting a couple
hundred college students in one
neighborhood would result in
some parties. Especially ince
none of our amenities are
available, what else do we have
to do? The security guards on
duty are your typical "powertripped" ecurity guards who
are just trying to act like real
cops.
They are constantly
threatening students with calling the police just for things
like five to 10 people standing
out id of their apartm nt.
The e ecurit ' guards will al 0
ubmit the e situation to management and aft r two warn-

driving through my neighborhood
and I pa ed a roadkill.
ot
uncommon,
especially in
"ocastee, but this on was
different than the u ual
dogs, cat and oposums. You see, thi
road pizza was a
bird.
Now, in my
experience
with driving,
birds are the
one
pecie'
incapable
of
getting
run
over.
They're
always able to
get out of the
way. I could b'
going 60, and the
bird can still get out
of the way in time.
Not like
opos urn ,
which actually prefer to
walk directly toward moving
vehicles.
The mere existenc of bird roadkill
seemed implausible to me. But there it
was. And mayb if it had been in, I
don't know, a 70 mph zone I could

ings, you are evicted. To top off
all of this, we have ju t found
out that they are moving an
Horry County police officer
into the neighbd'rhood.
My advice to all tudents
thinking about moving into
this neighborhood i to think
twice until the management
traightens up their act. In my
OpInIOn, the neighborhood
does not deserve the right to
bear our school name "The
Chanticleer" because it is a disgrace.
The views I have
expressed in thi. are not only
the views of me, they arc the
views of EVERY tudent I have
spoken to who also lives in the
n ighborhood.

-Rich Partellio
tuaent

omething like thi happ ning. Like a crazy tru ker tearing a phalt
acro s the country is going fa t enough
to b at the bird' r fl ·e. Ma,b it
could happen. But the bird I aw wa
run over in a 25 mph zon . TVVE TYFIVE MILE PER HOUR.
How insane mu t the driver of the '
car been to have actually been able to
crush a bird in a re idential community?
If a bird-a graceful, agile airborne animal-failed to escape thi gruesome fate,
then how do the rest of us stand a
chance? We're tuck down here on the
ground \\rith this lunati .
Truly, the world .out ide our cozy
homes is becoming an increa ingly dangerous place. Just remember folks, keep
your eye on the guy n~:t. to you.
And watch for banana peel. .

-Brian Martin
assistant editor
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CCU Men's Soccer Continues Climb Through The
Polls
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CONWAY, SC--Coastal Carolina's undefeated men' occer program i now
ranked in all four national polls. The Chanticleers (9-0-1) imp.roved their anding
in three rankings and are listed for the first time in the occertimes.com Top 25,
CAA coach
tying Virginia at 24th. Coastal moved up six spots to 19th in the
poll, one slot to 21 st in the Soccer America magazine list, and made the bigge t
jump from 25th to ISth in the College Soccer ew .com poll. Coach Shaun
Docking' squad is ranked 4th in the powerful South Region, three pots ahead of
defending national champion orth Carolina. Currently, Coa tal leads the 'CAA
in winning percentage (.9S0) and is econd nationall ' in goal per game at 3.S6.
The Chants are also one of only four remaining unbeaten team in the nation, joining the likes of Wake Forest, Bradley and Loyola-Marymount. Chanticleer Ranking
Col1egeSoccerNews.com-lSth NSCANCoaches Poll-19th Soccer America
Magazine-2lst SoccerTimes.com-24th(tie)

Gardner-Webb Takes Offensive Player. Freshman of
the Week Awards
CHARLOTTE, 1.C.-Dn the heels of a Conference "in over Liberty, GardnerWebb earned the Offen. ive Player of the Week and Fre hman of the Week award
the Big South announced Sunday. Chris Foster and Justin McAdoo earn the a 'ard
for GWU respectively. Liberty' Kendrick Howard wa the Defen ive Pla./er of the
Week and Elon Arketa Banks earned the Special Teams Pia 'er of the Veek a 'ard.
Foster led Gardner-Webb to a 31-21 win at Liberty, ru hing for a career-high 116
yards and two touchdowns on IS carrie. Foster's final core, a IS-yard run with Ie
than two minute to play. ealed the Bulldog , third- tTaight win. The century-mark
effort was Foster' first career venture over 100 yard, and it , ..'a the fir t multitouchdown game of his career as well. Howard -led the Flame in tackling a he
record'ed 12 tackles against Gardner-Webb. Howard has led the team in tackling in
three out of the last five games. Of his game-best 12 tops, nine were. 010 tackle
and two were tackles for a 10 s to increase hi ea on team-leading TFL total to
nine. He recorded his first sack of the year on a even-.:ard top of GWU quarterback Jeremy Martin. Banks, Elon's primary kick returner took four kickoff for a
total of 79 yards at ninth-ranked Northwe~tern State Saturday night. Hi long run
of 30 yards propelled him to an average of 19.5 yard per return for th" conte t. In
addition, he also reeled in five reception on offense for a career-high 153,/ ards and
two touchdowns. McAdoo, making his second start of the season at cornerback, finished the Bulldogs' 31-21 win over Liberty with two tackles, a team-high two pas
break-ups and an interception. His interception ended Liberty' coring threat \ rith
24 seconds left in the game. McAdoo has two interceptions on the eason to go \\rith
11 tackles and three pass break-ups.

Chumah Named Men's Soccer Player Of The Week
CHARLOTIE, N.C.-Michael Chumah was named Big South Men's Soccer
Player of the Week for the League's fifth week of the season. Chumah scor d four
goals this week, including a hat-trick in a 5-1 win over Newberry CQllege. Chumah's
other goal came against Gardner-Webb in a 3-0 CSU victory: Chumah also had an
assist during the week. Each Monday during the season, the Big South Conference

CHARLOTIE, l.C.-Liberty' Jenni~ r Bel and Coa tal
Hampton too home the Big outh oIl /baU PIa 'er and F
honor. Bel a 'erag d 4.4 kills and 4.9 dig P r game in th
torie. he tallied a doub] -double in two of th match
il mi in a thIr
bI -double b one kill in th Lad, Flame thre -gam rin 0 r U
¥in over Coa tal Carolina, Belk ,ra a perle
-for- in g rn n
p r gam in
ting per entage. Hampton averaged 13.57 a i
rnatche la t '\'eek. he po ted 3.3 dig P r game and a hi ting p I'
in even game against Radford and Lib rt} h had no hittin erro in San p
versus Radford and 14 dig and rn'o rvi e a e again t Li 11). Ea 1 M nda duing the ea on, the Big outh Conti ren
rill po t a
' 11 ,ball report.

The Pontiac-GMC 3-0
Return
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46 weeks ttil football
By Josh Hoke
staff writer
Football update By Josh
Hoke
Rain and football.
U. ually they mi very nicely.
Not when you practice and
were scheduled to crimmage
on a practice field that drains
about as quickly as a clogged
drain.
Inter-squad scrimmage o.
5 wa et to take place this pa t
Saturday, but the r mnants of
Tropical Storm Kyle didn't like
that idea much and decided to
dump a little ~ain on top of the
campus.
This was to have been the
final public scrimmage of the
"II. We wiII continue to pra tice, howey r, in order to prepare for the spring practice in a
few months.
As a team things continue
to roll along. Day by day, we

make progress- offensively,
defen sively and on special
teams. It's amazing how far
we've come in two months.
The offen e has finally
caught up to the defense, making for highly competitive practices. That's what will make u.
better. The more we are motivated to compete in practice,
the better we will be when
Newberry come to town for
the opener ne. Sept. 6 ; a day
that will undoubtedly be the
biggest in this school's history.
The stadium i coming
along as planned too. As you
can see we get closer and closer to actual building everyday.
It's going to be a magnificent
fadlit ~ undoubtedly one of
the best in the country for its
size.
And in case 'ou are wondering, there are now 46 weeks
until kickoff on Sept. 6, 2003.

What do these two superheroes have in common?
They both work for nczwspapars.

Join ~bt Cbantidttr staff.

Saa what working for a
nczwspapar can do for you.

Call 349-2330

E-Mail chanticl««r@coastal.«du
M««tings: Fridays, 2:00 p.m., Stud«nt unt«r Rm. 205

Writars, photographars, dasignars naadad.
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Women's soccer struggling Vo
to find win
rae

ley a
g

By Betty urner
staff n"Titer

-photo Iry Camilla Hakonardottirf; taff photographer
The Lady Chants \\aml up before a home game.

By Jessica McMurrer
staff writer
The Lady Chants oc-cer
team fought Campbell on Oct.
2, but the game still ended
scorcles. Howev r,
U did
ouL hoot Campbell 26-13.
Goalkeeper Candice Doten had
even save for the night.
On Oct. 5, the wom n 10 t
to Radford 0-3. Doten saved

e ren hots again.
The Lady Chants won a
thrilling Big outh Conference
Point
game again t High
Uni rer ity on Oct. 9 by coring
early in dIe econd p ri d of
overtime.
~ oring began
thank to Mary Jo Hajek 14
minute into th game. HPU
an vcred th g al later in the
first half.
In the econd half. High

Point cored once more. Thirtyix cond before the end of
tllC game, Jill Delano hot and
cored off a free ki 35 'ard
from th goal. Thi goal" ent
the am into overtime.
The fir t p riod of 0 'ertim
va corcle
but ju t I I econd into th econd p riod,
Haj
ontrall d a ball d fleeted off an HPt; d nd r'
h then hot th ball
pa t tlle HPU g alkeep r to d lar
ri ton for
Th

In ,hat can arguabl b
call d their tou h t comp tition of th
n to da ,
Lady Chan
ol1e. rball (4- I )
kno ked do ~n
ond ran d
''''inthrop (5-2) la t Frida r
night at horn and follo, d
th t vi tory rith a c1
h rd
numb rone
1 at le Kimb I Arena on
aturda aftenl on.
Big outh onferen
ing b fore the , ken
(oa tal
trailing
Ash ill and V\ intllfop rhil
t adil.. holding tll third
at
ahead of Libert ~ C .A t 0
a
,-in
0 'er
outhern on Frida--', a
\,yinthrop on aturda)~
hould move lightly ahe d of
V\'inthrop in th
on~ Ti n

in th

Birminghamouthern
ored
fir t in the HI t
half.
Then
ho k

ho k'
fir t goal of th
y ar. eith r t am
could brca th tje
ond half.
-photo

~y

Camilla Hakonardottirf; taff photographer

A Lady Chant dribbles around her opponent and heads toward the goal.

-photo Jry Anton' Darden/; fa photographer
The Lad 'Ch nt prep re to urn th b II

Men's soccer kicking
By Willis Taylor
staff writer
eoa tal' men' soccer team broke
school re ord last Saturday night at
CCU occer stadium winning its 11
straight game of the season, 2- J over
UNC-Asheville. The victory improves
our 18- ranked team in the nation to
11-0-1 overall and 4-0 in the Big South
Conference.
Coastal opened the first half showing excellent control over the pace of
the game, dominating pos ession mainly in their offensive third of the field.
Coastal nearly scored six minutes into
the match when junior Jason Smith
fired a mi sHe off a free kick. The shot,

coming from around 30 yards out, just
missed, slapping off the crossbar.
Coa tal's attack persisted and finally
paid off in the la t minute of the half.
The first goal of the game came with
only 19 seconds remaining when senior
Bobby Crovo delivered a pass to Joseph
Ngwenya, who shot one past UNCA
goalkeeper Andrew Heath from eight
The second half of
yards out.
the game was jam packed with action
from both teams. Even though Coa tal
out-played the bulldogs, they could not
manage to put one in the net. UNCA
(3-6-1, 1- I Big South) put a goal on the
board when mid fielder Spencer Hines
netted his first goal of the year. It came
unassisted during the 65 minute.
Despite immense pressure by Coastal's

-design by Ray Brown and Yvonne Shendo
-photos by Camilla Hakonardottirlstaff photographer
The Chanticleers on their way to their 1 I win this season, Oct. 9
against Charleston Southern.

as

frontline, pressuring the UNCA'
defense to no end, and several very
do e shots on goal, the core remained
1-1 at the end of r gulation play.
Only a few minutes into the first sudden-death overtime period, Ngw nya
headed the ball pa t UNCA goalkeeper
Ben Betsalel recording his second goal
of the game and his 15 on the sea on.
The assist came off a cross from
Mubarike Chisoni, who worked well
with Ngwenya causing all sorts of problems for UNCA' defense the entire
match.
On Oct. 9, Coa tal defeated another
conference rival, Charleston Southern,
2-1. Goals came from Randall Owen
(18: 17), a sisted by Tobin Whitmarsh
and Ngwenya (29:46), assisted by

Crovo and Smith.
The undefeated men' occer program is now ranked in aU four national
poll . The Chanticleer are Ii ted for the
fir t time in the Soccertimes.com Top
25, tying Virginia at 24.
Coa tal moved up ix spots to 19 in
the NSCAA coaches poll, one slot to
21 in the Soccer America magazine Ii t,
and made the biggest jump from 25 to
18 in the College Soccer ew .com poll.
Coach Shaun Docking's quad i
ranked fourth in the powerful South
Region, three spot ah ad of defending
national champion North Carolina.
The Chants are also one of only four
remaining unbeaten teams in the
nation, joining the lik s of Wake Forest,
Bradley and Loyola-Marymount.

